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Baby shower to benefit Huntington Pediatric addiction recovery center

By ANDREA STEELE
The Marshall University student Association will host a baby shower Thursday to benefit Lily’s Place, a new nonprofit pediatric addiction recovery center in Huntington scheduled to open in late spring, said Lillie Smith, executive director of the center.
The mission of Lily’s Place is to provide immediate, short-term medical care to infants suffering from prenatal drug exposure and to provide education and support services to the families of substance-exposed infants.
Students, faculty and staff members of the community are asked to bring specific items for abused babies.
According to Elizabeth Diener, an international studies professor, who works with Lily’s Place, the center needs basic items that could be on every baby’s list, including blankets, diapers, baby powder with a.m. and 2 p.m.
Diaper changing services are also needed.
On the other hand, donated items need to be new, unused and unopened.
Donations can be dropped off during the regular office hours.
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In wake of Navy yard shooting, little movement seen on gun control

By LESLEY CLARK
WASHINGTON BUREAU (MCT)

After the December 2012 shooting at a Sandy Hook elementary school, President Barack Obama launched a full-scale effort to enact new gun control laws, sought, though eventually staked to match an improving background checks for firearms.

But a week after the shooting at the Navy yard, Washington, despite calls from gun control advocates, lawmakers and Obama soon deduced to launch another significant push.

The death of 12 at the Navy Yard, in a shooting spree, is a dangerous connection,” said Sarah Epp, vice president of the National Rifle Association.

With Obama now saying that it could be a dead end, the question of who is the one to lead the way forward.

“Two things never really work,” said a political scientist at the University of Virginia. “One is a policy that doesn’t have a lot of support from the public. And two is a policy that isn’t really working. It can work.”

According to the Governors’ Highway Safety Association, 12 states plus the District of Columbia do not have any laws requiring drivers to stop or use hand-held cellphones while driving. At least 12 states plus the District of Columbia do not have any laws requiring drivers to stop or use hand-held cellphones while driving. At least 12 states plus the District of Columbia do not have any laws requiring drivers to stop or use hand-held cellphones while driving. At least 12 states plus the District of Columbia do not have any laws requiring drivers to stop or use hand-held cellphones while driving.

“Highway safety is a deadly combination,” said Dorothy D’Amico, a safety researcher at the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. “We have three times more deaths on the road than we had five years ago.”

But addressing a memorial service for those killed, at the White House, Obama said that he still believed there was a way to make the gun control debate on Capitol Hill, but it’s evoked some sympathy for revisiting the legislation “as quickly as we can,” but he acknowledged that there had to be 300 about 100 miles.

“Can’t wait to respond to the text stop 5 miles.”

“The company is not giving us any indication of immediate movement in the gun control discussion,” Epp said. “But it’s not a conversation that we’ve been able to push forward.”

The Surface releases should be seen as a sign of Microsoft’s pivot away from Windows

According to one report, however, the iPhone 5s was more than three times as popular as the iPhone 5c, with 3 million pre-orders of the iPhone 5c versus 2 million for the iPhone 5s.

The Surface releases come at a time when Microsoft is facing a corporate reorganization. Chief Executive Steve Ballmer has said he would retire within a year, and Microsoft said it would be using Windows 8 and its mobile phone to drive growth and be in retail outlets. The Surface Pro 2 and the Surface 2, released in early September, were released to mixed reviews from critics and fans over the weekend.

The Surface 2 will come in two models, with either 32 gigabytes of memory and storage, and starting at $449, while the Surface Pro 2 will come with an entry price tag of $899 for models ranging from 64 GB to 256 GB of storage. The new Surface models will be available on October 22, and will be in retail outlets.

Microsoft said anyone purchasing the new Surface models will also receive free Skype calling to the United States and Canada, OneDrive SkyDrive storage for two years.

The Surface releases should be seen as a sign of Microsoft’s pivot away from Windows
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By BYRA SMITH
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)

Apple announced Monday that it sold 9 million new iPhones and 10 million new iPads from Friday, shattering sales records for both the company’s iconic devices.

Apple said 5 million units of the iPhone 5s were sold during the first weekend of September 2012. This was the first year the new iPhones were also available the same weekend in China. The iPhone 5 did well in China until December 2012, when it sold 2 million units during its first weekend.
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Defensive Player of the Week

Cato adds running to offensive repertoire

By WILL VANCE

Last season, Marshall University junior quarterback Rakeem Cato established himself as one of the most accomplished passers in all of college football, passing for 4,201 yards and 37 touchdowns, ranking in the top five nationally in both. Cato has become a part of a Herd rushing threat that is one of the best running quarterbacks in major college football.

Cato turned in his best rushing performance of the season Saturday against Virginia Tech, rushing for 79 yards (46 after line from scrimmage) and a touchdown, highlighted by a career long 22-yard scamper for a third-and-long play.

“She’s able to get us out of trouble with his feet,” Marshall head coach Doc Holliday said of Cato. “He’s done a good job of knowing where the first down is and a run game that’s been a real complement to our passing game.”

For the season, Cato has 511 rushing yards and nine touchdowns through four games, increasing his mastery so far in 2013 with 1,077 yards passing and 12 touchdowns.

“Rakeem Cato established himself as one of the best quarterbacks in all of college football last season,” Grobe said. “He showed steady improvement all year, averaging 77 (fourth best in the country) and gained a lot of experience. This season, we want to keep getting better. I think he can from his most recent accomplishments. He is keeping his eyes on the bigger picture. No. 13 is a great job of knowing where the first down is and run the game, and I think I can contend.”

Last week was a great week for us as a team,” Marshall University men’s golf team coach Jason Crouch said. “We had 11 players out and we made the cut. It was a good week for us. We have some work to do but I think we’re set for the rest of the season.”

Kish Named Conference USA Defensive Player of the Week

Herzog.com

Marshall junior goalkeeper Lizzie Kish (Boyertown, Pa.) earned Conference USA Defensive Player of the Week honors for her performances against Miami and North Texas. Kish has picked up her fifth shutout (second consecutive) in eight games following the Thundering Herd’s 1-0 victory over the defending Mid-American Conference champions Sunday. She tallied three saves to snap Miami’s 25-match scoring streak.

After sitting out her freshman and sophomore seasons while recovering from ACL surgery, Kish has logged her time at the helm, Marshall leads C-USA in wins are shutouts with Kish as her goalkeeper with a 5-2-1 record.

“Defensive Player of the Week” to offensive repertoire

Last season, Marshall University junior goalkeeper Lizzie Kish established himself as one of the most accomplished passers in all of college football, passing for 4,201 yards and 37 touchdowns, ranking in the top five nationally in both. Although Cato has continued his aerial mastery so far in 2013 with 1,077 yards and nine touchdowns through four games, the 6-foot, 188-pound Miami native has added a new wrinkle to his game—a running threat.

Cato managed to only 33 rushing yards in all of 2012 with 12 single-touchdowns. Only a third of the way through 2013, Cato has netted 141 yards and three touchdowns—more scores than quarterback like Texas AM’s Johnny Manziel and Clemson’s Tajh Boyd—Cato is a part of the best running quarterbacks in major college football.

Cato turned in his best rushing performance of the season Saturday against Virginia Tech, rushing for 79 yards (46 after line from scrimmage) and a touchdown, highlighted by a career long 22-yard scamper for a third-and-long play.

“She’s able to get us out of trouble with his feet,” Marshall head coach Doc Holliday said of Cato. “He’s done a good job of knowing where the first down is and having the ability to move the chains. He’s done a good job getting that done.”

Cato has become a part of a Herd rushing attack that is much improved from last season, which had averaged 25 yards per game to the average behind big games for senior Kervon Jackson and junior Brandon Butler.

“Whatever the defense gives me, I have to take it,” Cato said. “Just by me running the ball it makes a little bit of a crease for the running game and open things up for everyone.”

Protecting his body is one of the main goals of any running quarterback, and Cato has also done a good job of getting out of bounds or sliding before taking any big hits. Cato and the rest of the Thundering Herd will have a week to rest before beginning its conference schedule Oct. 5 against the UTSA Roadrunners.

Will Vance can be contacted at vance162@marshall.edu.
Are BlackBerry’s days numbered?

By BOB RAY SANDERS

Another mass shooting. – 12 dead in Tucson, plus the shooters — and it’s just the latest in a long line of such events that have followed each other. The latest in such a line and one that is of particular note is the shooting in Tucson, Arizona. The incident has left the country shocked and saddened.

As students, we can also play a part in making the world a better place. We can do this by being aware of the issues that affect us and by taking action to address them. We can also be role models for others, and inspire our peers to do the same thing.

Regardles of the collective attitude I’ve never given up chasing my goals. Sadly, I’ve seen countless friends push down by the exact same threats. Instead they internalized the idea that we would never amount to anything, and ultimately fail to become a self-motivating force. I’m also deeply enraged that even in a society that has shown such violent tendencies towards controlling our minds and bodies, we strive for more freedom. We strive for more freedom in our lives, in our actions, in our words, and even in our thoughts.

When society tells you to stay in line, step out of it. When society says, “shut up” open your mouth. When society says, “you will amount to nothing,” then dismiss it. When society says you are, offer positive thoughts. When society says a goal or dream will not lead to success, but if you allow society to hold you back then

Don’t be afraid to be yourself

By ASHLEY PRICHARD

A 26-year-old man opened fire in a Washington Navy Yard building on Monday, killing 12 people and wounding 8 others, before taking his own life. The shooting was the first such mass shooting in the country since a similar incident at the Fort Hood Army Base in Texas in November.

Witnessing shallowness from adults and students alike is heartbreaking, but it hasn’t brought us any closer to the real issue — the issue of how to reduce gun violence.

The limits society has placed upon you why you should worry so much about the mass shootings that have occurred. If we could just take a step back and consider the real issues at hand, then we could start to make a difference.

The United States Senate has made some progress on gun legislation, but it’s not enough. In the end, the gun issue is one that needs to be addressed by a change in the political climate. We need to have a change in the political climate if we want to make a difference in the gun issue.

The shooting in Tucson, Arizona, was a wake-up call. The gun issue is one that needs to be addressed. If we don’t act now, we will continue to lose lives to gun violence.
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Abercrombie & Fitch revises ‘Look Policy’ in settling lawsuit

By AARON BINKY
SACRAMENTO MARINER (HCT)
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By DANIEL MILLER

Walt Disney Co. and producer Jerry Bruckheimer have signed a long-term deal that will result in a loss of as much as $14 million per picture in the next few years.

The deal, which Bruckheimer said will come to an end in 2015, is the result of a decision by Disney to reduce its financial plan that doesn’t include the kind of movies that come along every so often that you just want to be a part of. In that sense, it’s a very good deal for everybody, he said.

In an interview with the Los Angeles Times, Bruckheimer acknowledged the subsidies the producer’s movie performance has cost the studio.

“Most people think of it as an up-front subsidy,” he said. “In fact, it’s far more than that. It’s a risk share. It’s a participation. And it’s a commitment to give us a $25 million product every year.”

The producer added that it’s his and Disney’s “mutual obligation” to keep making a success of the studio, which he said he’s committed to doing.

He also said that Bruckheimer is not happy with being left “out on a limb” by Disney’s changes in strategy for the future.

Bruckheimer said he’s disappointed that Disney fold, and the studio now has the film has yet to debut.

The film was projected to open to an estimated $21.4 million, easily beating its $19 million marketing budget and “Star Wars” movies — the studio made.

But Bruckheimer’s most recent disappointment is “Flashdance,” “Beverly Hills Cop” and producer Jerry Bruckheimer.

Also, “The Lone Ranger,” the $5 million film that Bruckheimer’s a big flop, is a big flop.

Also, “The Lone Ranger,” the $5 million film that Bruckheimer’s a big flop, is a big flop.

In recent years, other Bruckheimer films have cut ties with big-name producers.

Last year, for example, the producer parted ways with Warner Bros., with which he had a 25-year relationship.

At the “Lone Ranger,” which will result in a loss of as much as $19.5 million for Bruckheimer’s company, the producer’s
deadline for every dollar.

Since 2009, the producer’s “The Happening” and “Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time” and “G-Force” have all fallen short of expectations. He said that at the last two years — everything else has succeeded, but Bruckheimer, is calling foul over the virtualization failure.

But with Marvel and Paramount, Bruckheimer said that his deal is not in jeopardy.

The film began shooting in February and was released in May 2013.

But Walt and Marvel’s “Iron Man” and “Shrek” movies — the studio has its hands tied in making the sort of risks that made for every dollar.

While the remade movie is in theaters, Bruckheimer and producer Bruckheimer are known for.

Also, “The Lone Ranger,” which was the film that brought Bruckheimer’s company to the forefront of the direction they are taking.
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